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88 THE ART AMATEUR. 

OuPFF%puon tF 

A SP URIO US "LUIATL" 

Editor of Thze Art Amateur: 
SIR: In the July number of your publication you exposed, 

under the heading of " Spurious Old Masters," one of the tricks 
too often practised by agents of importers of such merchandise. 

Let me now make known, for the benefit of the unwary, another 

modus operandi frequently attempted by bold and unscrupulous 
dealers. I have a fair acquaintance with the works of the best 

masters of the Italian and Spanish schools of paintings, and 

have some reputation for knowledge of the degrees of goodness 
in a picture. I am therefore often consulted by collectors of 
works of art, and constantly visited by crafty and designing 

speculators. 
Some few years ago I was told by a picture jobber of this city 

that he could put me in the way of obtaining a fine work of an 

" old master" at an outlay of only $3oo. He assured me, with 

the utmost gravity, that he knew of a genuine picture by Luini, 
which he unfortunately could not well spare the funds "just 
then" to purchase. The picture, he said, had at one time be 

longed to him, and he had sold it for $8oo, which he had always 
regretted. Having previously had a good opinion of the man, 
from his great civility and apparent candor, I went to a private 
residence, under his direction, and looked at the picture. It was 

a well made-up affair (a Madonna and child) and signed plainly 
enough. The artist's signature was very capitally imitated, but 

it was as rank a forgery:as the picture itself. This spurious 
work was shown to me by a.lady, who said that she had no 

desire to part with it, yet necessity compelled her to offer it for 

sale at less than half the sum it had cost the family. I, of 

course, declined making the purchase, and when the dealer 

called on me the following day he affected to be much aston 

ished at my apathy with regard to " so truly exquisite a work of 

art." I knew my man now, and put an end to the matter by 
offering to lend him $300, so that he might secure the prize and 

profit by the resale. " Get," I said, " some responsible party to 

become your bondsman, and you can have the money." He 

was in an awkward fix-hesitated for a while, and at length re 

marked that he " never borrowed money" even from " his best 

friends," and, on departing abruptly, he said, in a tone of in 

dignation, he was " sorry to find " that I did " not appreciate" 
his "sincere desire to serve me." 

The hire of a furnished room and the attendance of his lady 
friend must have put the speculator to the expense of a few dol 

lars; but if he ultimately succeeded in getting $50 for his 

" Spurious Old Master," he must have made a handsome profit; 

fpr in Manchester, England, at one time, ancient paintings, such 

as this so-called Luini, were manufactured to a great extent, at 

incredibly small prices, for the American market. J. S. 

LE1ONARDO DA VINCI. 

Editor of The Art Amateur: 
SIR: I shall be obliged if you will settle a discussion in our 

little art coterie in regard to certain works of Leonardo da 
Vinci. One of our members insists that he has seen both " The 
Last Supper" and " Christ Disputing with the Doctors" in 

London, either at the Royal Academy or the National Gallery, 
he is not sure which. I am equally certain that I have read 
that " The Last Supper" is at Milan. J. R., Cincinnati, 0. 

ANSWER.-Your member is not well informed in the matter. 
There is a copy of " The Last Supper" in the possession of the 
Royal Academy; the original, or rather'the remnant of the 
original fresco, is to be seen on the wall of a Dominican con 
vent in Milan. The picture of "Christ Disputing with the 
Doctors," in the National Gallery, has been attributed to Da 
Vinci, and is a very excellernt painting of his school, but there is 
no evidence that it was his work. There is no authenticated 
painting by Leonardo da Vinci in the public galleries of Eng 
land. The Royal Academy has an original drawing by him for 
a cartoon, and there is an interesting collection of Da Vinci's 

anatomical studies and sketches in the Royal Library at Windsor. 

THrE VENVUS OF MILO. 

Editor of The Art Amateur: 
SIR: Your article on the Venus of Milo in your August num 

ber calls to mind a fact not generally known about this cele 
brated statue which goes to prove how the French prize this 
treasure, and how they dread to lose it or have it suffer any 
further mutilation. At the beginning of the siege of Paris by 
the German army in I870, fears were felt for the great works of 
art in the city, and paintings and statues were removed to places 
of safety. The masterpieces on the walls of the Louvre were 

detached from their frames, rolled up, placed in huge tin tubes, 
5 and stored or buried. Perhaps it was the fear of fire or vandal 

' ism or bombshells that caused this precaution; but it is also 

,r barely possible that some remembered that the army at the 
gates of Paris was under the command of the son of Frederick 
III. and Louisa of Prussia, and that he might desire to carry 
out the " lex talionis" by despatching to Berlin the Venus of 

Mlilo to equalize the feeling created there when Napoleon I. sent 
the Chariot of Victory from the Brandenburg Gate at Berlin to 
Paris. Whatever the cause or feeling, it was decided to remove 

the great Venus from her pedestal. This was done at dead of 
night. The statue was placed in an iron coffin and secretly 
buried at the end of a subterranean corridor of the Prefecture. 
A wall was built before it to conceal it, and every imaginable 
device used to give this wall, stones, and mortar the appearancee 
of great antiquity. In front of the first wall a second one was 
drawn up, separated, however, from the first by a space suffi 
cient to make it seem a vault. In this vault or safe great quan 

tities of valuable state documents were massed and piled, so that 

in case of the accidental disclosure of this hiding-place the dis-' 

coverers might be misled and consider it merely as a secret 
storing-place for valuable papers during a period of danger. 
Behind this triple wall of stone and documents, safely lodged in 
her iron coffin, the majestic beauty reposed until the siege was 

raised, the din of war silenced, the Commune successfully put 
down, and then only was she restored to the light of day. 

Yours respectfully, 
PHILIP GAY, Station H., New York. 

THE DERIVA TION OF "ROCOCO." 
. 

Editor of The Art Amateur: 
SIR: Can you tell me the derivation of the term " rococo" ? 

It is not given in the dictionary. Louts S., New York. 

ANSWER.-" Rococo" is a corruption of the French words 

"rocailles" and " coquilles"-rocks and shells-which were the 

prevailing members employed in decorative art during the 

Louis Quinze period. Their use, or rather their abuse, in 

volved mean, crimped lines, opposed to all classical ideas of the 

beauty of the simple and graceful curve. The term "rococo" 
was used as one of opprobrium. 

THE FLOWER ON THE COVER. 

Editor of The Art Amateur: 
SIR: Several of your subscribers in this city, in common with 

myself, want to know whether the graceful flower on the cover 

of your magazine is a fancy or the representation of a real flower. 

If the latter, what is its name, color, and characteristics ? 
ANNA B., Detroit. 

ANSWER.-The flower is the wild Comfrey (Symphytum 
officinale). Its large tubular flowers are generally of a yellow 
ish or creamy white, but they may often be found purple in 

color. The Comfrey is much more common in Englana than in 

this country, being generally met with in the mass of vegetation 
fringing the sides of rivers, or in damp, low-lying meadows. It 
blooms in June, in which month The Art Amateur first ap 
peared; so its selection was not inappropriate. 

PICTURES IN THE DRA WING-ROOM. 

Editor of The Art Amateur: 
SIR: I am told that I must not hang my water-colors in my 

drawing-room with my oil-paintings, as it is opposed to the rules 

of art. Is this true ? As I have them arranged they seem to 

me to harmonize beautifully, and I should be sorry to disturb 
them. MRS. A. S. C., Madison Ave., New York. 

ANSWER.-Do not disturb them if they look well. In a pic 
ture-gallery it is doubtless desirable to separate oil-paintings 
and water-colors; but in a home we advise our readers to hang 
their pictures where they look best. We have seen a row of 

water-colors of various sizes arranged with good effect around 
the walls of a drawing-room, with the bottoms all level, the oil 

paintings being above them. The line did not seem formal 
becaiuse, the frames of the water-colors being of various sizes and 
shapes, the tops were irregular. After all, the great object of 
having pictures is to look at them and enjoy them, and we are 
of opinion that something may be risked in disturbing the 
symmetry of the room where this privilege is threatened. 

THE MEANING OF " WAINSCOT." 

Editor of The Art Amateur: 
SIR: You will oblige me by giving me the origin of the word 

"wainscot." STYLUS, Rochester, N. Y. 

ANSWER.-It is literally ' wain's cote," or wagon sides, for 
which oak planking was formerly used. 

TO STRAIGHTEN WARPED VENEERS. 

Editor of The Art Amateur: 
SIR: If you are aware of any way to straighten warped veneers, 

by communicating it you will much oblige 

-A SUBSCRIBER, Albany, N. Y. 

ANSWER.-Veneers having warped either through excess of 
moisture or dryness may be straightened by first drawing them 
through water and subsequently pressing them betweenl two 
heavy boards for about five or six hours. The boards should 
be heated before the pressing. This hot-pressing is repeated a 
second time without wetting the veneer. 

A PLEA FOR ARTISTIC STOV;ES. 
Editor of The Art Amnateur: 

SIR: In this second renaissance cannot something be done 
with the stove ? There is nothing in our houses so dreadful as 
the stove. Fireplaces set with tiles are charming; but here in 
the country, where the houses are set " four square to all the 

winds that blow," a fire in the grate does not warm the whole 
room, and is very liable to go out. Why cannot the stove be 
made of tiles? In the north of Europe there are wonderful 
stoves of white porcelain, surmounted by classic figures and 
furnished with brass doors. The heat from these stoves is said 
to be delightful. It seems as if the same idea might be applied 
to the base-burning eoal-stove. How charming it would be, 
painted with a warm glowing design and strengthened with a 

frame of brass, steel, or iron. The stovepipe too. There 
would be no insane hurry to get it out of sight before the spring 
frosts are fairly gone. In summer it could have a few ferns and 
ivies trailing about it. 
Will you give a design for etching on linen?7 Will you some 

time teach the making of Macrame lace ? 
MARGARET LANDERS, Clinton, Oneida Co., N. Y. 

PAINTING ON SILK, SA TIN, AND VEL VET. 

Editor of The Art Amateur: 
SIR: There is another way of painting on silk, which I think 

preferable to any mentioned in your last number. In the first 

place, the object to be painted should not be sketched. It 

seems to give more grace and freedom, especially in the case of 

flowers, to paint without being trammelled by the lines of the 

sketch; besides, when flowers are wilting there is no time to be 

wasted. To use oil colors on silk or paper the oil must first be 

absorbed by putting the paints on blotting-paper and allowing 

them to remain until quite dry. After removing them from 

the paper to the palette, the brush must be dipped in spirits of 

turpentine and mixed with the paint; have just enough turpen 

tine so that the paint will work as freely as on canvas; too much 

will run badly. On satin of good quality there is no need of 

absorbing the oil, using the turpentine as on silk. Velvet 

should be painted with undiluted colors; put on in " chunks" 

with a bristle brush. M. L., Clinton, N. Y. 

0I2oW F nu 3ints. 

THE REAL OBJECT OF A DRAWING-ROOM is to charm at the 

first look, to amuse at the second. The apartment must cer 

tainly not be a flower-bed, but a garden, with little clumps of 

chairs and seats, just as there are clumps of trees and shrubs. 

Apparent disorder is the highest art. Study well the disorder 

of your drawing-room. Shun that too symmetrical arrange 
ment of seats which obliges all the women to sit together. In 

such a case men are shy of moving the chairs so neatly ranged 
near the wall; they stand in doorways and discuss. Discussion 

is easier standing; but in order to chat, you must be comfort 

ably seated. The fate of conversation depends on three things: 

the quality of the talkers, the harmony of minds, and, especially 
and above all, the material arrangement of the furniture. In 

symmetrically arranged drawing-rooms the first hour or so of a 

soiree is an unspeakable bore. As long as all the seats are in 

perfect order, conversation is cold and apt to languish. It is 

only towards the end of the evening, when the furniture has 

yielded to the necessities and interests of society, that the real 

chattiness and fun begin. Then comes the hour of departure. 
This is what ought to be done: watch all the seats that seem to 

be talking among themselves, and see how they are grouped. 

EFFECT OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT ON THI: EYE.-Pro 

fessor Cohn, of Breslau, has been making experiments with the 

electric light on the eyes of a number of persons, for the pur 

pose of testing its influence on visual perceptions and sensations 
of color. He has found that letters, spots, and colors are per 
ceived at a much greater distance 'through the medium of the 

electric light than by day or gas light. The sensation of yellow 
was increased sixty-fold compared to daylight, red six-fold, and 
blue two-fold. Eyes which could with difficulty distinguish 

colors by day or gas light were much aided by the electric light. 
Professor Cohn concludes with his.opinion that the elecfric light 

would prove exceedingly useful in places where it is desirable 

that signals should be seen at a great distance. This confirms 
the opinion that the electric light is admirably adapted for use 
in dye, print, and color works. 

OLD PICTURES THAT HAVE BEEN RESTORED are a bad in 

vestment. Of such pictures there are two kinds at least. First, 

those which are overlaid with inferior work; and second, those 

which--never were good. The principles of "'restoration" are 

rather complicated. The dealer who wants a purchaser to think 
a picture genuine works in one way. The dealer who wants a 

purchaser to think he is about to buy a good picture but over 

laid with inferior painting works in a different way, though the 

result is the same. The purchaser is taken in. He may say, 

' Here is a good painting by a first-rate hand; injured, per 

haps, and mended; covered with rough paint, and varnished a 

great deal too much." The amateur is perhaps anxious to per 

form the necessary processes of restoration for himself, and he 

buys the Van Eyck or the Crome of Norwich and sets to work. 

After he has taken off the varnish he finds there is very little 

left; and by the time the panel or canvas is completely cleaned 

the chances are he has nothing at all but the canvas left. But 

in spite of one or two cases to the contrary which may be men 

tioned, it may be taken for granted that the best face of which 

the picture is capable is put forward, and that the restoration, if 

it is bad, is bad for a purpose, and if it is good is the best that 

can be made. 

SEVERE STYLE OF DRESS.-Women past their first youth 
make a great mistake in adopting a severe style of dress unless 

it harmonizes perfectly with their appearance. The London 

Court Journal tells of a lady of beauty and renown who ap 

peared in a tight-fitting black dress high to the throat, and un 

relieved by a morsel of white next the skin. The effect was that 

the complexion lost color; the golden-brown hair looked gray; 
even the big diamonds in the ears shone less brilliantly than 

such gems should do. Beauty that is on the verge of fading 

should never be trifled with,-and unrelieved, dead black is a 

degree beyond trifling. " A girl who was simply nice-looking 
and had no claim to be styled a beauty," we are told, " came 

near to be considered a formidable rival to the beauty aforesaid, 

from the becoming character of her clothing. Her dr,Zss was 

also high, black, and tight to the throat; but round her neck she 

wore a thick close frill of soft white tulle, below which were a 

few strings of scarlet coral beads. A little turban of silk of the 

same bright shade was twisted round her dark hair, and brace 
lets of coral were on her arms." 
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